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Dear Friends:
In this issue of Outreach I call
your attention to the place of women in
our world today. We have reprinted a
beautiful section from the book Sex, Family and the Woman in Society by Torkom
Saraydarian. This article represents a dignified and beautiful approach to the role
of women regarding her self image, her
position at home and in society.
The need for dignity and beauty
for all women in the world is as real now
as it was 100 years ago. Although women
have made tremendous changes in the last
Century, their plight in many societies is
as dire now as it ever was.
All over the world, women are demeaned in subtle and not so subtle ways.
Female babies are the first to be aborted or
given up to adoption. Little girls are sold.
Women are held in perpetual slavery and
servitude. They are demeaned, threatened,
turned away from medical care and education. They are shunned and treated as objects. Women carry the burden of their
families without recognition and without
rights. Worse yet, in deeply held beliefs,
women are seen as deceivers, the
temptresses, and seductresses from whom
men need to be protected! They are treated as objects and not as fully human.
I shudder in dismay at these practices and wonder what karma will bring to
humanity.

What does the Teaching say about
women? Women are the life givers.
Women are not like men, nor they should
be. Women have a special role in the family and in society. Women are leaders and
nurturers and can be anything they want
to be. Women are the link to the feminine principle. They are the rightful partners to all of life. The health of any society is measured by the dignity afforded to
its women.
An awakened woman can do so
much in life. We need to know how to
empower our women and change the
thoughtforms of humanity. Self hatred is
the root of the mistreatment of women.
We need to broadcast enlightened ideas
about women to all areas in the world,
both "developed" and "undeveloped."
Bring dignity and beauty into humanity by upholding the rights of every
woman in your life. It starts with you, in
your private life and in your family life.
Let us be united in our love of freedom
and dignity for all women all over the
world.
With love and appreciation,
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What are the Characteristics of
New Age Women?
by Torkom Saraydarian

The first characteristic is inclusiveness. An intelligent woman realizes that inclusiveness is the path of
survival, that her children will be killed century after century if we follow the old ways of separatism.
We must have inclusiveness in our thinking, our
speech, our manners, our plans, our decisions, and our
ways of living. Everything that is against inclusiveness
must be renounced if we want to create harmony between ourselves and the coming New Age waves of energies. One of these energies is inclusiveness....
The serious woman realizes that all people are her
children. How can she bring these children together in
harmony so that she creates a symphony, instead of clashes, hatred, anger, jealousy, revenge, greed, destruction?
This is the job of the New Age woman….
If women stand together, they have the greatest
force in the world. In twenty to fifty years time, we will
see that women will speak with one voice - if they are not
trapped in sexual license, in prostitution, in vices, drugs,
and selfishness. Negative forces are working to make
women slaves and thus prevent improvement in the quality of living that women will make when they are truly
free.
If you watch the mass media, you will see that
many traps are made to keep women slaves of materialism. The image of woman is misused in television, radio,
newspapers, and magazines. Her image is used to make
money; that is all. If they put a naked woman in a magazine, it is because they want to sell products.
By destroying the morality of woman, they can
build empires of materialism. But every time woman is
humiliated and her beauty is not recognized on a higher
level, that civilization or country falls. If we read carefully the history of humanity, we can see the signals of destruction that appeared in every great nation before it
collapsed. The first signal was that women began to decline in their values, standards, and goals. Women can
end the destruction of civilizations if they stand together, demanding the highest for all life....
The history of a nation can be seen clearly if we
observe and analyze our own life or the life of a person
who is becoming successful, then expanding, then going
downhill. Why is this happening? A nation is the reflection of individuals.

An interesting phenomenon happens in the
mind and brain when a new idea is given and emphasized. Suddenly one can see the formation of a great
army. In the brain and mind, all separative thoughts that
are accumulated in the genes through the ages, immediately dress as if in a drama and then perform. They surface and say, "I am this; I am that," and fight over the
new idea.
If a person is born for the New Age - meaning
that for ages this person has been striving for virtue and
for new and greater ideas - then for him discovering New
Age ideas will be like finding an old jewel that was lost.
There will be no negative reaction.
When you find many reactions surfacing in your
mind, it means that you have not prepared for the New
Age, and you were the victim of society, of separative
persuasions, of separative and destructive thoughts.
Those who victimized you take your brain and beat it repeatedly, eventually making you dumb and accepting of
everything they say to you.
Once you search for the flower of inclusiveness,
it will start to grow within you. Try to develop that
flower in your garden instead of the weeds of separatism….
The second characteristic of women in the New
Age is an urge and ability to create peace. International
peace, national peace, home peace, and personal peace
can be developed artistically and intelligently in conversations, in writings, in relationships, and in emotional
responses and reactions.
Women must have inner peace and not be irritated. When one irritates a woman, he destroys that
woman. An irritated mother cannot be a good mother;
an irritated mother destroys her children. If an irritated
mother breast-feeds her child, she poisons his mind,
heart, and body. If an irritated woman goes to the office,
she will react negatively under pressure. When one irritates a woman and agitates her emotions, he creates troubles in her home and business, which can affect the family income, the health of the children, and the woman's
social relationships. Women must be peaceful as much as
possible. It is peaceful women who bring peace into the
family and into the world.
Women must come together and create peace
within themselves, among themselves, and in their families. If they see that men are totally out of their senses,
women must bring them back to their senses with the
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graceful means they have within….
Women who manage their homes practically by
making the home a happy and peaceful place, when they
are ready, can also step into politics and inspire the leaders of nations to think in terms of peace, cooperation,
and the future. Women learn many political techniques
through creating peaceful, cooperative relations in their
homes.
In all her expressions, a New Age woman emphasizes inclusiveness and peace. These energies are fundamental for the survival of the world.
There should be courses in universities about inclusiveness and peace, New Age women will learn and
teach these principles. When we teach engineering, we
have engineers. When we teach inclusiveness and peace,
we have people who will take on the responsibility of living a life of inclusiveness and peace and work for a peaceful world.
The third characteristic of New Age women is
illumination, enlightenment. In many cultures of the
passing age, a woman was considered a slave, a puppet
who dressed and danced and otherwise performed to satisfy the sexual urges of man and to bear children and
raise them. Most women were kept ignorant, and their
freedom was very limited. Women are still in slavery today whenever they are used for advertisement and prostitution, or as machines to give birth to and raise children
against their will.
In the New Age, women will change these conditions prevalent in many countries and restore their dignity, value, and beauty. Only through liberated women will
the world enter into a cycle of inclusiveness, peace, and
enlightenment.
Future generations will profit highly if their
mothers are educated, experienced, and enlightened. Education is not enlightenment. Enlightenment is far
greater and deeper than education. Education often promotes the will of tradition, politics, and various interests.
But enlightenment causes people to see the reality, the
cause, and the purpose of education.
An enlightened woman can see those forces that
are destructive and that prepare a dark future for her children and for the world. Education often hides reality.
But an enlightened person can see beyond the partial interests and see the direction that must be followed.
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Enlightenment comes when a woman subjects
herself to many - even opposing - currents of ideology,
philosophy, and interpretation of world events, and tries
to find the real cause of them. "Old Age" women were
subject to the imposition of an ideology. In the New Age
of liberty, women must study many ways of approach so
that they continually choose of their own free will and
protect themselves from being used by separative interests.
An enlightened woman will not let her body and
beauty be used to sell commodities. She will not be deceived. Her enlightened mind will recognize such traps
and their effects and will choose the way of nobility and
self-control.
Because of the efforts of enlightened women in
the past, we have many women working in very responsible positions in every nation. However, the ratio of
women to men in these positions is so small that a great
effort must be made to give equal opportunity to women
to increase their numbers in responsible positions in
every occupation that benefits humanity.
To advance in positions of responsibility, a New
Age woman must have a plan that includes all aspects of
her life. She must plan for such aspects as:
a. education
b. marriage/relationships/sex
c. work
d. whether or not to have and raise children
e. when and how she will advance on the ladder
of society
f. in what field she will serve humanity
All these factors must be clear to her so that she
systematically plans her life to step into politics, business,
religion, science, economy, arts, or education. If she organizes her life intelligently, she will be able, even if she
is married and raising a family, to earn college degrees
and prepare herself for larger-scale work when her children are grown.
Women must never stop educating themselves,
in any condition, if they want to work in leadership positions in the world. But if they do not plan their lives
and accidentally become pregnant when they are not
married or not prepared to raise a child, or if they ruin
their lives with drugs, alcohol, and premature sex, their
liberation will be delayed for many hundreds of years.
Continued on page 4
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The fourth characteristic of New Age women is
purity and cleanliness: purity of mind, of speech, of
heart; cleanliness of body, clothes, home, and environment.
The New Age woman must radiate beauty, and
she cannot be beautiful if she does not have purity and
cleanliness. One of the greatest lessons she can give to
her children is the image of cleanliness and purity in all
aspects. If children see how their mother is clean and
neat in the kitchen, in the bedroom, in the bathroom, in
her dressing, and in her daily affairs, they will remain impressed throughout their lives and will themselves be
clean.
The New Age woman understands that she can
affect the condition of the world by raising beautiful
children who are equipped with New Age ideas and visions.
The fifth characteristic of New Age women is a
sense of brotherhood and sisterhood. This sense is related to inclusiveness and is a very practical virtue. Women
must study and understand the meaning of this sense
and teach it to their children. The sense of brotherhood
and sisterhood implies that woman relates herself to the
rest of humanity as a sister, as a mother, and tries to teach
humanity the beauty of sharing all that is precious on
earth and in other human beings. She teaches everyone
she meets that the planet is one home and belongs to
every one of us - to all animals and trees and to all living
forms equally.
The sixth characteristic of New Age women is a
love of labor. The New Age woman has a tremendous
amount of psychic energy. She never gives up. She is
steady on her path, persevering, patient, and focused in
labor - labor that brings humanity more beauty, goodness, light, health, joy, and prosperity; labor that leads
human beings into harmonious relationships; labor
through which she tries to bring into the world New Age
values and visions.
A New Age woman never wastes time in her
home. She is industrious in society. She is honest in her
job. She is honest, positive, and righteous in her relationships. She conquers all obstacles step-by-step through
her labor and through the high quality of her understanding and truthfulness....

The seventh characteristic of New Age women
is beauty and gracefulness. Gracefulness brings integrity
and harmony into the nature of those who experience
such a woman. The children and friends of a graceful
woman feel an urge to release beauty in their hearts and
to live a life of value and dignity.
A graceful wife, sister, mother, daughter, or
friend is a fragrant flower of rare quality. A man's heart
feels great joy in the presence of a graceful woman.
The eighth characteristic of a New Age woman
is striving toward spiritual heights. A New Age woman
never gives up. If in the past she was manipulated, beaten, deprived, or led into dark paths of life, she awakens
to her real values, stands up, and proceeds toward spiritual heights.
She feels that the present human condition is but
a stage of evolution. She feels that she can transcend herself and enter the path of perfection as many Great Ones
have done before her, Those Who have testified that it is
possible to surpass human evolution altogether and continue a superhuman evolution.
As she advances in her spiritual path - the path of
purity, beauty, intuition - she becomes a greater source of
wisdom and leadership.
A woman who is in contact with higher intelligences and higher centers of the Universe can inspire humanity with universal and Cosmic values. To bring new
values into life, women need to climb greater heights and
contact greater light and greater freedom.
The ninth characteristic of New Age women is
continuity of consciousness. Women can make this
breakthrough faster than men due to their intuitional nature.
Through continuity of consciousness, a woman
will work not ten to fourteen hours but twenty-four
hours a day, even in her so-called sleep. When asleep, she
will be able to contact higher intelligences, higher mysteries, and will record them in her brain, bring them
down to normal consciousness, and offer them as a gift
for humanity.
Through continuity of consciousness, women
will serve in the subjective planes; they will teach humanity greater principles and will learn in the Universe. They
will be able to travel without their bodies to great distances around the world and deliver the message of beauty, joy, and solemnity.
Continued on page 5
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The tenth characteristic of New Age women is
creativity. A New Age woman will not only work in the
fields of art and culture, but she will also be creative in
her ideas, thoughts, speech, and actions.
To be creative means to be able to manifest beauty, to meet the needs of people on all levels, challenging
them to live better lives and to bring harmony and cooperation through the light of a great vision.
The eleventh characteristic of New Age women
is economy. The New Age woman never wastes her energy, sex, body, time, money, or mind so that she can use
them for a great cause, for progress, unity, and synthesis.
The New Age woman saves her money, electricity, water, gas, telephone, and food and takes care of her
furniture and clothing so that nothing is wasted. To
waste means to steal from Nature.
The twelfth characteristic of New Age women is
compassion. Compassion is the ability to understand
both sides of a question and reach a decision that will
bring the highest good for both sides….
Compassion is the ability to balance two extremes and enable them to come to an agreement on the
path of righteousness. Women will use compassion, especially in relation to world problems.
Women are a barometer of the success and failure
of a nation. If women fall from maternal virtues and
cheapen their lives in drugs, prostitution, crime, gambling, and luxury, they symbolize the downfall of the
family and the nation.
It is very interesting to observe how women are
under more attacks than men. Subjectively, women are
the targets of all those who want to exploit humanity because if they conquer women, all on earth will fall into
their hands. If women are alert, nothing can be lost.
Women and men of all ages must avoid watching
any movie that contains crime, violence, or the prostitution of human morals. When people sleep after watching
such movies, their sense of right human relations is less
accurate, their intelligence and reasoning are more distorted, and their inner strength or striving is weakened.
Such movies control their minds, emotions, and
bodies and build points of association in their vehicles.
With such points accumulated within, people become
like machines, full of push buttons. Any time a button is
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pressed, their mood tunes in with the memory of the violence and crime they saw perhaps years before, and the
old effect repeats itself, further decreasing their creative
intelligence and potential. This has caused widespread
crime and violence....
Women's imaginative faculty is far more advanced than men's, and because of this powerful imagination, women create faster results in matter, the body,
and the environment. A woman's imagination is almost
reality for her. For a man, imagination is a game. But for
a woman, imagination is an experience with the object of
her imagination….
The New Age woman is an example of morality. No woman can be sexually healthy if she has no high
moral principles. Morality gives her endurance, power,
strength, insight, the sense of righteousness, and clarity
of mind. It enables her to challenge man into a right direction of life.
Without morality the home cannot stand unified
under outside pressure; it falls apart. The morality of a
woman, like a great magnet, attracts the man who was
wandering on dark paths. The morality of a mother is a
great source of inspiration to her children.
The morality of a woman makes her stand
against evil and endure during times of great pressure
and crisis. The ancients used to say that tension and
crises multiply the energies of a virtuous woman.
Throughout ages, the greatest and deepest inspirations
have come through women.
Woman knows the value of life because she gives
birth to life. Woman is sacred because woman is the symbol of future generations. The New Age woman not only gives birth to her child with her highest visions but also nourishes that child with her own milk and love. With
beautiful and heroic stories she inspires and leads her
child toward great achievement. She is sacred because she
is the one who suffers for the continuation of life and for
better conditions in the future….
(Excerpted from Sex, Family, and the Woman in Society, Ch. 42, 2nd
edition; Ch. 40, 1st edition, by Torkom Saraydarian. Printed by permission of Copyright Holder, The Creative Trust. All rights reserved.)
Free first edition copies of Sex, Family, and the Woman in Society
are available upon request. Shipping and Handling charges apply.
Order online or contact TSG for shipping details.
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The Twelve Labors of Hercules will be presented in a 14 part series by Gita Saraydarian. Introduction
to the labors are given in Parts One and Two. The first
Labor will be presented at the Aries Full Moon, April
9th, 2006. Each lecture is followed by a beautiful
Meditation.
The 14 lectures are based on the book The
Labours of Hercules by Alice A. Bailey, and also based
on a transcription of lectures and seminars on Hercules
given by Torkom Saraydarian in the 1970’s. Lectures
are available on Cassette ($8.00), CD ($10.00), or
downloaded online ($5.00). Contact TSG for details.
A.A. Bailey’s book is needed to follow the stories and is
available at TSG.

TSG Cave Creek Center
Call or visit us online for driving directions.

!Sunday, May 7th:
Taurus Full Moon and Meditation for Wesak: Second
Labor of Hercules. Lecture and Meditation by
Gita Saraydarian, 10:00 am - 11:00 am.
!There is still time to register for Wesak. Call us
for room availability at the Retreat.
!Sunday, June 11th:
Gemini Full Moon: Third Labor of Hercules - Lecture and Meditation by Gita Saraydarian, 10:00 am 11:00 am.

Prosperity & Abundance Seminar: Lima, Peru
!August 5th, 2006
(Contact gladysmoran@speedy.com.pe for details)
! If you would like to sponsor a Prosperity Seminar,
or join our Seminar Interest List, please contact us.

TSG Challenge Grant for 2006:
We are happy to report that TSG has received
a Challenge Grant from two donors, totalling $35,000
for 2006. The offer is good until December 31st. We
are thrilled at this wonderful abundance. Your support
is important to us. With your support, we are able to
publish and archive and keep Torkom’s Legacy alive.
Please send your donations by mail or you can go online for easy electronic donations.

TSG 2006 Annual Events:
! Wesak Conference & Retreat - Cave Creek, AZ
May 11th-13th, 2006
Last minute registration? Call us for details

! London Conference
Fall 2006
Email TSG (UK), or visit website for details.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Outreach
Free publication of the TSG Publishing Foundation, Inc.,
a non-profit, tax-exempt organization. Published six times
per year in the United States. Available worldwide printed
or via email. Back issues are archived online.

TSG Mission Statement

Volunteers needed and Job Opening:
Volunteers are needed at TSG. We need help in mailing Outreach, labeling books, cleaning our offices,
archiving and some light yard work.

To Publish, Distribute, Teach, and Preserve all of
Torkom Saraydarian's Creative Works.
TSG provides tools to live healthy, happy, successful, and
joyful lives.
Editorial staff
- USA & UK -

Job opening for office assistant. Duties include typesetting, word-processing, general office work. Computer literacy is essential. Please call or email your resume to gita@tsgfoundation.org

Gita Saraydarian-Vivienne Pierce
Catriona Nason-John Dumigan
© Gita Saraydarian/The Creative Trust

Tel. 480-502-1909......................................www.tsgfoundation.org
Fax 480-502-0713.....................................info@tsgfoundation.org
P.O. Box 7068, Cave Creek, AZ, USA, 85327
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Akbar on Enemies
By Kathleen Sutherland

"Each one has his enemy. The significance of the enemy determines the importance of the person, just as a shadow depends
on the size of the object. One should not concern oneself especially about the enemies, nor should one regard them with disdain. There exists no man without his shadow. Akbar, called
Great, regarded his enemies with care. His favorite councilor
kept the list of enemies. Akbar often inquired, "Has not some
worthy name appeared on the list? When I shall see a worthy
name, I will send my greeting to the friend in disguise." Further spoke Akbar, "I rejoice that I could apply in life the sacred
Teaching, that I could give people contentment, and that I was
brought into light by the shade of great enemies." Thus spoke
Akbar, knowing the value of enemies. Never was a Teaching elevated by its friends. If an enemy is a shadow, then slander is
the trumpet call."
- Agni Yoga, Para. 270.
In this story, Akbar teaches us about enemies. He
does not define the word "enemy," but we know that an enemy can be our challenges in life, our vices, weaknesses, addictions, failures. We might confront this enemy in another
person as animosity is established between us. We find an
enemy in a situation such as poverty or difficulties in the
workplace. Ultimately we are told that that we are our own
worst enemy, for the people we dislike possess qualities that
we dislike in ourselves. Situations challenge us to become
stronger as we rise above the limitations they create for us. As
we grow in strength, neither people nor events have power
over us.
The first sentence of the story says, "Each one has his
enemy." Only one? Later in the story, this word becomes
plural, but we begin with one. What/who is our first enemy?
Again we return to that adage that we are our own worst enemy, for we each have a lesson to learn in life. Do we come
into life with an inherent personality deficit? Are we born
with physical limitations? We each bring our deficit into our
lives, our own special enemy which we are challenged to
overcome. This is our lesson in life.
This enemy reveals our importance, for "the significance of the enemy reveals the importance of the person."
What makes an enemy significant? We do. The more aware
we are of our enemy, the more significant it becomes to us.
When we overcome the challenge, we grow in our importance. We succeed.
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Although our enemies provide an opportunity for us
to grow and succeed, we are cautioned, "One should not
concern oneself especially about the enemies, nor should one
regard them with disdain." When we become emotionally
involved, our enemies have power over us. If we focus mentally on facts rather than emotionally on self-pity, anger or
frustration, we have a clearer perceptive about the situation.
Some emotion is necessary, as emotion fuels the fire for our
success, but our strongest focus must be on facts: Who/what
is the enemy? What lesson must I learn? Why?
"When I see some worthy name, I will send my
greeting." We seem to be going through a process as we consider these sentences. First we are told that we have an enemy, and knowing that, we have an opportunity to determine
exactly what it is. Then we learn that our success is measured
by the size of our enemy. But immediately after that lesson
comes the caution not to give the enemy too much emotional focus in this process.
Now we learn to greet an enemy with a "worthy
name." What is a worthy name? We must acknowledge the
enemy, and then give it a name. This is another method to
remove any power an enemy has over us. So now we know
to let go of its emotional power and then to greet it with a
name. What names might we find for our enemies? Insecurity, jealousy, greed might be a few.
And when we find an enemy with a worthy name,
what shall we do? Send a greeting! Acknowledge its existence. In AA meetings, an alcoholic always states before other members that he or she has a problem with alcohol. When
we encounter a problem in our personalities, we should also
acknowledge it. When it is defined and has substance, we
can work with it.
Our little story expounds on this subject with the
next sentence, "I was brought into light by the shade of great
enemies." When we are aware of the shade created by our
enemies, and we define the problem, we can act to step out
of that shade and into light. Awareness is the key. We must
live our lives being aware.
And finally we are given a summary. "If an enemy is
a shadow, then slander is the trumpet call." Slander is
defamation, negative statements. A trumpet call wakes us
and brings our attention to the situation. Anytime we hear
a negative statement about ourselves, we know to seriously
consider it. What can we learn from it? Can we name it, diffuse it of emotional power? When we do, we step out from
its shadow and stand in the light.

(Kathleen Sutherland is a student of the TSG University. This essay
was written for a meditation lesson from 101 Stories from Agni Yoga.)
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Dear Friends:
We are happy to announce the arrival of Ashrams by Torkom Saraydarian.

(240 pages, $25 US)
Torkom Saraydarian has written about the Hierarchy and the Seven Ashrams in
several previously published books. In this book, we bring to you original writings,
transcriptions of lectures and seminars specifically about the topic of Ashrams and how
they operate.
“The esoteric interpretation defines “Ashram” as a sphere of consciousness or a
field of consciousness. …An Ashram can be in many places at the same time, without being
in any specific location, and it can be totally without inhabitants. It is a sphere of
consciousness in which people are tuned with one another.”
Contents include:
• Building an Ashram
• Contacting Ashrams
• Higher Ashrams
• Masters
• Inner Requirements
To order a copy, please complete the order form (on reverse side) and forward it to us via
mail or fax, or place an order in our online bookstore, or send us an email. Shipping and
handling charges for a single book are $8.00 USPS Priority Mail.

Joy and Healing, 3rd edition is also now available, only $22 US!
Thank you for your continued support, with blessings to you and yours.
Sincerely,
All of Us at T.S.G. Publishing Foundation, Inc.

ORDER FORM
T.S.G. Publishing Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 7068, Cave Creek, AZ 85327 Ph: 480.502.1909 F: 480.502.0713
info@tsgfoundation.org
www.tsgfoundation.org

DATE:
BILL TO:

SHIP TO: (If different than BILL TO)

Name:

Name:

Address:

Address:

CSZ:

CSZ:

Country:

Country:

Phone:

Phone:
Gift/Note: Yes/No:

Ship Via:

Hard/Soft
VHS/CD/Cas
Lrg/Sm

Qty

ITEM (title)

Price

1. Ashrams $25.00 each
2. Joy and Healing, 3rd edition $22.00 each
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
PLEASE INCLUDE IN MY ORDER:
SUB-TOTAL

Full Catalog (free)
Outreach
Video Lecture List ($2.00) add amount above
Cassette Lecture List ($2.00) add amount above
Free list of translated books:
Armenian, Danish, German, Greek, Italian,
Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish (Circle one)
Check

U.S. Money Order

Sales Tax: (AZ only, 8.8%)
Shipping & Handling*
Gift Certificate (enter amount)

TOTAL AMOUNT
AMEX

MasterCard

VISA

$

Discover

Acct#______________/_______________/_______________/_______________Expiration Date_______/_______
SHIPPING & HANDLING in the USA
These rates are an approximation, actual rates calculated based on the weight. We ship via UPS and USPS – we will use whichever
gives you the best rate unless you specifically request one or the other.

$8.00 for orders of

15.01 – 25.00

$8.50

25.01 – 35.00

$9.00

35.01 – 50.00

Add $.50 for each additional order of $5.00
For International Orders: Contact us for shipping costs and options.
(*TSG is not responsible for any additional charges, taxes, or tariffs that may be assessed in your area. Please contact
your local postal or taxing authority to determine if there will be additional costs upon receipt.)

